
INTRODUCTION

SYSTEM OF TRANSCRIPTION

Although some points can still be argued over, the system of
transcription adopted for the lexical items aims at being rigidly
phonological. In the examples a rather laxer transcription is

adopted, incorporating one or two elements of a phonetic transcription.

THE CONSONANT SYSTEM

This is set out below:
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context they correlate with the voiced consonants and this corresponds
to some extent with their phonetic realization; certainly 5 In MSA
is partially voiced and d partially voiceless. It may be noted that
while voiceless consonants do not occur with the definite article a-

or the a- prefix of the intensive-conative verb, both glottalized and
voiced consonants do.

Both the glottalized, the guttural consonants (*), g, 1} and x,

and the lateral t are followed by ay and aw to the exclusion of 1 and
u.

The glottalized consonant | seems always to be cognate with
Ar . q.

The lateral 1 is subject to certain changes in NM (but not in

SM) . In a few words it is no longer explicit, thus kab, heart, and

gtd, skin (§ god, J god, S gad) . Regularly, however, unstressed la,

9l > 8w, and stressed al > I, a: thus:

Ibd > (SM Isbud) NM ©wbud

> (SM yalbed) NM yswbed

hebdul > (SM hsbd^lk) NM hsbdlk

stlam > (SM sslmsk) NM semsk

t9w51i > (SM tswSlsE) NM tswtse, etc,

VOWELS

The long vowels are a, e , e, 1, o, u and the short vowels
a and 8

.

The long vowel 1 is usually an allophone of a (often indicating

the presence of a non-explicit *
) but it is also phonemic in certain

minimal pairs as, e.g., bar, to go by night, and ber, camels (both

from b * t *

.

In M a long vowel can occur only in an open stressed syllable.

A form may however have two or more such vowels in a series of

stressed open syllables, as, e.g., 'afirur, to become red. In most

forms, however, there is only one long vowel. Its position depends

on the earlier shape of the form. Thus an earlier CaCC, except under

specifiable conditions, gives NM CeCaC, though the affixed form is

still (-)CaCC-, Thus ba^r > be^sr, but abSjJrah, his seed. An

earlier CaCaC > NM CeCeC (aff. (-)C9C^C-) . Thus sabab > ssbeb

(aff. sebSbh, his cause). With verbs CaC5C(a) > CeCuC and CaCC(a) >

CiCaC as, e,g., kstub (to write) and sllam (to become well, safe).

Thus an earlier final CVC syllable gives in M - CWC. As soon

as the stress falls on another syllable the vowel of that syllable

is shortened, e.g. ketiab, ketsbih, ketebut.

The long vowels 1 and e, and also u and o are phonetically very

similar and this has posed considerable problems in the past
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accounting, e.g., for a high proportion of the inconsistencies in the
SAE texts. However it became clear during my last visit to Dhofar
that the short vowels arising on syllable closure from i and e, and

also u and o, are different in quality,^ I and u becoming a, and e and

o becoming a. It also became clear that following guttural and

glottalized consonants ay resulted only from i and aw only from u,

e remaining e^, and o remaining 5 following guttural and glottalized
consonants.

Thus compare and contrast;

ketub and (2 ms.) ketobk

fek5ws and (2 ms. ) f ake^k

a)^obQl and (2 ms.) ak^blak

fikeS and (2 ms.) fo §9k

ijSybsr and {2 ms.) hSbrak

fegsl and (with 2 ms. suff.) f^Slek

Further exx. are given in the brief notes on affixation below.

The short vowel a occurs only in stressed syllables, and in

initial and final open syllables.^ Strictly speaking this is a

conflated phoneme since there is a minimal pair contrasting two
qualities, viz. boksr, abSkreh [ebSkrsh] and beker, abSkrsh [Ebfkrsh].^

However speakers do not consistently use a back a in the first of

these examples, and fairly regularly pronounce a < o as a front a

(except after w)

.

The short vowel e occurs in both open and closed syllables.
In the contiguity of guttural and glottalized consonants it is

lower and opener, approximating to IPA.

1. In many cases earlier i_ is a^ in NM. This a^ sometimes

shortens on affixation and sometimes not: thus bayt > abeth (his

house) but bayr > abSyrah (his well) . Similar 5 (where it represents
earlier a) sometimes shortens and sometimes does not, as, e.g. fos >

fash (his axe) but bob > abobsh (his door)

.

2. Initial a_ is confined to the def. art. and the intens. -con.

verb prefix. In fact it is vague in quality (see also Def. Art.).

Final a (as -Ca or -CaC) is confined to forms from roots final \
such as nuka , n5kak .

3. The short vowel e occurs only in the more phonetic
transcription used for the sentence examples.
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